1. Position and Fix the Brackets
It is important to securely attach the brackets to the mounting surface.
Plaster: Use Ramset 10mm Grip Hollow Wall Anchor
Timber: Pre Drill Holes, Standard Wooden Screws
Concrete, Stone, Brick or Tile: Masonry drill, and attach appropriate spaghetti plugs, anchors or screws.

Evenly position the brackets onto the wall or architrave. If mounting onto your architrave they should sit flush with the top of the architrave.

2. Attaching the Track
The track grooves will slot into a small lip on the bracket. The front of the brackets will have a small screw which will need to be removed or loosened until the bracket and track is in the correct position. Re insert the screw so that when tightened it sits below the groove of the track to hold it into place.

3. Attach the control wand and slats
The slats simply hang onto the clips on the track, make sure the clean side of the slats are facing the room. You're done!